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Tips

A Word on the Trip Diaries and Their  
Odd Titles

Loie has always taken notes on our trips; I used to struggle with a 
lot of gear and took pictures. At some point she got a small camera 
and took over the photography. Before digital photography and 
personal computers, Loie and I used to make picture albums for 
our trips. Now we’ve gone digital!

As you may have read in the Introduction document and the 
diary for Driving Yo, we’ve been taking trips we call Driving the 
Stone Age. That’s a long story, but we’ve both been interested in 
old stuff for a long time, so we took one trip in 1999, to the Scottish 
Highlands and out islands, looking for what we thought would be a 
good introduction to the beginnings of Western Civilization in the 
Neolithic monuments so prevalent there. We decided we weren’t 
seeing the beginning, but that it was fun nonetheless. (See The Rocks 
in our Heads, Driving the Stone Age I: Highlands and Islands.) And 
we got the Europe bug, so went to Italy and France, sometimes on 
trips that were mainly Driving the Stone Age, sometimes not.

So as the trip diaries and albums accumulated, and when we 
created a Life List of prehistoric sites, I started to name the trips. 
We had DtSAs, and Interludes: trips with few or no prehistoric sites. 

Then, I started to write an essay based on our thoughts garnered 
driving the Stone Age, and a whole lot of reading. Loie didn’t like 
the working title, so I changed it to The Rocks in Our Heads. When 
the Trip Diaries went digital, I decided to munge the two projects 
by including a serial version of the essay at the ends of the diaries.

So now we have The Rocks in Our Heads: DtSAs and The Rocks 
in Our Heads: Interludes, both of which may end with an essay 
installment.

Documentation Notes

In the beginning, Loie wrote out her Trip Diaries in longhand 
in notebooks. For our trip “Driving the Stone Age X, The Oldest 
Stones” she bought a netbook computer and began to write her 
diaries with it. That made formatting the diaries a lot easier!

But there were a few trips since that one where lugging the net-
book was less than congenial, and she went back to hand-written 
notes. 

Her handwriting is beautiful, and I wanted to preserve some 
aspects of it. In the Trip Diaries it has a few short-hand style 
shortcuts. So, when you see + meaning “and,” or @ meaning “at,” 
or “w/” meaning “with” you will know that I have transcribed a 
hand-written diary.

Navigation Tips

These interactive PDFs include… 
a Bookmarks List for Days and their individual events,  use 
the Bookmarks; we hope your device will make that easy; 
a clickable/tappable Table of Contents, and; 
various hyperlinks.

You may also just page through by… 
scrolling, clicking Page Down buttons, or; 
right side tapping/right left swiping; 
depending on your viewing device.

➧  Zoom the pictures to examine details.
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Preparation
There was a lot of it!

Day 1: Wednesday, April 8, 2009—Departure

Day 2: Thursday, April 9, 2009—Arrival

Day 3: Friday, April 10, 2009—Duravel, 
Montcabrier; Ferme Le Serpt; 
Monpazier, Bonaguil, St. Martin

Duravel
The Église Saint-Louis de Montcabrier
At the Ferme de la Serpt
Monpazier
Somewhere in the countryside…
The Château de Bonaguil
A cemetery along the road
Stopping for a good view of Bonaguil
The honey-flower hedge
Home

Day 4: Saturday, April 11, 2009—Lascaux II
St. Leon-sur-Vezere
La Roque St. Christophe
La Cygne

Day 5: Sunday, April 12, 2009—Local Touring, 
Easter Dinner

Puy L’Eveque
The Château de la Coste outside Grézels
Oyster shuckers

Day 6: Monday, April 13, 2009—Font de 
Gaume, Abri Cap Blanc

The entrance to Font de Gaume
Abri Cap Blanc
Abri Cro Magnon
Lemieul
Home

Day 7: Tuesday, April 14, 2009—Rocamadour
At the Lion d’Or
Heading up the long path to the château
Boys’ view from the ramparts
We hoped this was the tumulus
Modern menhirs!

Day 8: Wednesday, April 15, 2009—Dolmen 
du Blanc, Issigeac; Monbazillac

Dolmen du Blanc
At the Auberge du Cafe de France
The little bit of Issigeac we saw.
Château Monbazillac
Sunset at home

Day 9: Thursday, April 16, 2009—La 
Roque-Gageac

At La Belle Etoile
Ready for a ride on a gabarre
Arriving Chateau Beynac

“Bob of the Keys”

Day 10: Friday, April 17, 2009—Cahors; 
Prayssac megaliths; Temple of the Sun; 
Group supper

The Pont Valentré over the Lot in Cahors
The ancient sacred fountain
Exploring St. Etienne cathedral
Ma Chaumière lunch
The Prayssac megaliths
The “Temple of the Sun”

Day 11:Saturday, April 18, 2009—Train to Paris

Table of Contents The Lot
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Day 12: Sunday, April 19, 2009—Market, 
Family Lunch; Isle de La Cité Walk

On our way to La Gare
La Gare Sunday Family Lunch brunch
Off to the Tower
Isles walk

Day 13: Monday, April 20, 2009—Cluny, Balzar; 
Jardin de Luxembourg; Supper at home

Bits and bobs in the Cluny Museum
Lunch at Balzar
Jardin de Luxembourg
Supper at home with Marie Françoise

Day 14: Tuesday, April 21, 2009—St. Denis; 
Place Des Voges, Boffingers; St. 
Chapelle, Notre Dame

St. Denis, the first Gothic cathedral
Boffinger’s
St. Chapelle
On to Notre Dame
At La Refuge du Passé

Day 15: Wednesday, April 22, 2009—Return

The Rocks in our Heads
Noble Experiments

Table of Contents Paris
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Preparation

When I started formatting this diary long after the fact, I found 
almost no emails or anything about how the trip had come about. 
So I asked Loie and Mary to search their rememberies. Mary sent 
an email, saying…

“Well, probably some of this background is lost in the mists of 
time, but I think it must have evolved from the experience of seeing 
Stone Age remnants in Brittany, France and Italy. It’s possible that 
Loie mentioned it and we said, ‘Yes, let’s,’ which is how some of our 
ventures have come about. And hadn’t the two of you already seen 
one of the caves?

“What I recall is that the primary purpose was to see the cave art. 
And that made it convenient to visit Dana and Michael. Plus, Ed 
and I had never been to Paris. I don’t remember how it came about 
(fueled by wine perhaps) but at some point we discovered that the 
four of us had a mutual interest in seeing the caves.

“Regarding my own interest, I’m giving it a level of thought that I 
haven’t applied to it before. Some of this goes back to that required 
course for all freshmen at SUNY Geneseo in the early 60s: Intro to 
the Arts, a survey course covering the history of fine arts . I didn’t 
get a great grade in that class, but I learned SO much. The text for 
the art section of the course was Janson’s A History of Art, and I 
think the first chapter in the book was about cave art. So, that’s 
probably how the earliest seed was implanted in my brain. While 
I know that era wasn’t truly the beginning of human time, it’s still 
a long way back. The idea of being able to see such sights in person, 
when I grasped that it was possible, truly blew my mind. It had just 
never occured to me that those places could be a destination.

“Seeing Stonehenge and Avebury was one thing—thousands of 
people visit those spots annually, but nobody I knew outside of the 
two of you had ever mentioned what could be seen in the Lot and 

Dordogne valleys.
“Having the opportunity to get the feel of those places was 

magical. The landscapes are unlike any other places I’ve seen. The 
lushness of the area must have provided a nurturing environment 
for primitive peoples to develop and f lourish and become less 
primitive. Because of that trip I feel like I possess an insight that 
other people don’t have. Not totally true, of course, but I still feel 
that way.”

•
Loie added:
“I think it was Dana and Mike and the proximity of Lascaux, one 

of THE most famous caves.” But Loie and I had been to visit Dana 
and Mike and Lascaux II with Elizabeth on Driving the Stone Age 
VII, “Above & Below,” in the Fall of 2007. So exactly how we got to 
discussing it with Mary and Ed—other than the “fueled by wine” 
thing, and Loie’s always wanting to be planning a trip, we just don’t 
know!

The first solid evidence I have of planning for this trip is from 
January, 2009. But it’s obvious discussions had been going on a long 
time before that!
Date and Time Sent: 21 Jan 2009; 23:05:38
Date and Time Received: 22 Jan 2009; 07:33:36
Received From: Dolores Maminski
Subject: FW: cave
One thing Dana points out is that the cave books up fast this time 
of year, so we should make reservations as soon as possible. FYI, we 
arrive Thursday, April 9, depart Saturday April 18. I assume we would 
prefer any day from Monday, April 13 - Thursday, April 16 for Font de 
Gaume.
LLB
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Date: Fri, 16 Jan 2009 12:02:55 +0100
Subject: cave
From: dana
To: loie
Dear Loie,
That’s great news! And I’m sure you can hire one large car in 
Toulouse, instead of two- maybe with a trailer for your luggage? I 
know you and Bucky travel like grand poobahs!
I spent all morning trying to ring Font de Gaume.. they’ve got a 
taped message now, saying reservations required- call the number I 
of course just called! So I rang the tourist office, and she said to try 
late in the morning, and finally got ahold of a real person at noon, 
who said she didn’t have her agenda book in yet and couldn’t take 
bookings for April til the end of January! But the tourist office lady 
had advised that it’s best to book by email anyway, and I worry that 
many people are doing just that, as April with Easter break gets 
busy around here. This seems to be the email you would use if you 
want to try (note that it’s closed Saturday, and if you didn’t want to 
go Sunday your dates would be the 13-16 really.
fontdegaume@monuments-nationaux.fr
also check out the www.leseyzies.com for other things to see while 
you’re up there.. I think Font de Gaume is the only one essential for 
booking well in advance for, though!!
No lack of duck here! start working up an appetite!!
love Dana

Dear Dana and Mike,
Things are shaping up - looks like we’ve worked out things 
with T, [for our rental] and I’m wrapping up our Paris stay with 
Marie Francois. We’ve pretty much decided to bite the bullet 
and pay a boatload of money to fly Air France all the way and 
avoid driving or training from/to Paris and the Lot. I think we’ll 
fly into Toulouse and probably just rent one car PROVIDED we 

can find one to hold all our (mostly ours) luggage and that isn’t 
a Hummer. Though I recall seeing some surprisingly American-
sized cars in the Lot that looked like they were being driven 
by locals. We may end up just renting a couple small cars, but 
based on our prior travel experience with Mary and Ed, we usu-
ally travel together so 2 cars tend to be superfluous.
We expect to arrive in Toulouse on either April 8 or 9 - probably 
the 9th, and fly back up to Paris on Saturday the 18th. As soon 
as we book our flights and have dates locked down, I’ll let you 
know. But I think it’s safe to make the cave reservations at your 
convenience. We won’t want to go, if possible, right away upon 
arrival, nor our last day before leaving, so somewhere between 
April 11 - 16? We might want to leave Sunday open for family 
brunch?
T has a really nice supper menu, I notice. Yum, duck!
Loie

Mary and Ed wanted to see sites from the movie Charade.
Date of creation: 10 Feb 2009
From: Bucky Edgett
To: Mary and Ed
Subject: Paris
Dear Mary and Ed,
   Didn’t see boquinistes in Charade. Brief scene of ice cream vendor 
on the Quay opposite Notre Dame. Are you thinking of the scenes in 
the stamp market?
http://www.fodors.com/world/europe/france/paris/review-97647.html
http://wikimapia.org/4370772/
march%C3%A9-aux-timbres-stamp-market
Yours truly,
Bucky

•
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I wanted to see St. Denis.
Date of creation: 16 Feb 2009
From: Bucky Edgett
To: Linda Neagley
Subject: Saint Denis, Paris
Dear Professor  Neagley,
   Please excuse this unsolicited and perhaps a bit off-the-wall email. I 
hope you won’t mind my asking for your help!
   Your email address appears as the contact for the Hart Lectures at 
Rice University. The web page about Lecture 33: Gothic Architecture, 
the Beginnings is of special interest to me.
   Loie and I have been to Saint Denis, Chartes, Notre Dame and Saint 
Chapelle. In April, we are going to Paris again, and I would like to 
see Saint Denis again. The first time we went, I had only vague recol-
lections of a college course on Medieval art to guide me, and din’t 
know much about Saint Denis other than that it was the “first gothic 
Cathedral.”
  We found a little booklet for sale there and got some of the details 
straightened out. Since then, and especially in preparation for our 
upcoming trip, I have been reading more about Saint Denis Basilica. I 
have Patricia Blum’s book about the portals. She seems to have found 
out about the actual state of the portal sculpture in great detail, mak-
ing it now relatively easy to identify the actual original bits. But I can’t 
find much information about the choir and ambulatory, Abbot Suger’s 
other remaining projects.
   I know Suger’s original choir was replaced. I know the whole build-
ing was almost ruined after the Revolution, and that bad renovations 
were done in the 1800s.
   What I’d particularly like to find out is how original is the current 
amubulatory? Our little booklet identifies three “Suger windows.” But 
I have read elsewhere the windows are “reconstructions.” I have read 
the columns in the nave might have been reworked. But nothing about 

possible renovation or reconstruction in “Suger’s” ambulatory.
   It’s odd no online source gives what seems like pretty important 
information: whether what is seen today in Suger’s ambulatory, sup-
posedly the first complete example of Gothic architecture--leaving 
aside the fact that **elements** of the Gothic style can be found 
elsewhere, earlier--is original or reworked. Maybe few other lay per-
sons are interested in such details?
   So any advice you could give me about where to look for informa-
tion on the state of the ambulatory would be greatly appreciated. 
Thank you for your consideration of my little quest. Looking forward to 
hearing from you, I am,
Yours truly,
Bucky Edgett

Date and Time Received: 18 Feb 2009; 09:16:55
Received From: Linda Neagley
Subject: Re: Saint Denis, Paris
Dear M. Edgett,
There are two sources that may be helpful.
Caroline Bruzelius has written a marvelous book on the thirteenth cen-
tury church of St. Denis and describes the rebuilding after 1231 until 
the tombs of the kings were translated into the transept in 1264. There 
is also an excellent exhibition catalog from the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art that has the most succinct discussion of glass and sculpture (as 
well as Suger’s architecture).   Both of these books are out of print but 
they would be available in a good library.  Here are the citations:
Caroline Astrid Btruzelius, “The 13th-Century Church at St-Denis”, Yale 
University Press, New Haven, 1985

“The Royal Abbey of Saint-Denis in the time of Abbot Suger
(1122-1151)”, edited by Sumner McKnight Crosby, Jane Hayward, 
Charles
T. Little, and William D. Wixom, New York, 1981.
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I hope these help,
Linda Neagley
PS:  The ambulatory is Suger’s but much as been rebuilt.

I had been involved in a bit of a brou-ha-ha at the Slow Travel web 
site over their banning Pedmar (Pedro) for his posting copyright 
material in threads about what to do in different places. Nothing 
came of it except that he started using Virtual Tourist for his travel 
discussions.
Date and Time Sent: 19 Feb 2009; 13:04:40
Date and Time Received: 19 Feb 2009; 17:54:24
Received From: Pedro F
Subject: from PEDMAR
Sorry didnt realise you given your email at the bottom. Here is my text 
at VT in response what a surprise ::)!!! I did mention was moving here 
but other than private you are the first at VT!
[email removed], there every hour as it is my work contact in France.
I am having a get together with 8 folks on friday the 20th Feb, for 
dinner, reserve the resto for them from VT. THen have another couple 
coming in on april 11th for lunch!! It has been great after meeting 
some ST before, would love to meet you too of course. I remember 
your posting ::)  I can put aside the 18 april for you, no problems. I am 
working now in circles from Paris, Chartres, and Rouen where I will 
again tom ,then back to Paris gare de lyon for a meeting nearby.  listen 
sounds like a good plan, for the ile’s trip walking stop by the quai de 
l’horloge, google it, square tower of 47 meters from 1371; from the 
palais de justice but this street the view is fantastic. there is a museum 
of notre dame on 10, rue du Clotre Notre-Dame , just behind it houses 
all the relics not able to be in the Cathedral, very special. at ile saint 
louis ,on the quai d’Orleans near pont de la tournelle, you have at 
no 53 the museum of Adam Mickiewics with a room dedicated to 
Fredric Chopin. there are beautiful other places but i think these are 
the prominent ones.  yes Sunday is a big family lunch here, sometimes 

we go to Meaux (like the brie de meaux ::)) to eat with the wife’s 
family. and the Cluny is very nice, I took Janetth (washington state) 
and Chris/Kim the modedator there to meet once with local American 
friends.  Sounds great Bucky, may you have a great stay and we will 
keep in touch ok,again glad to have read you again ::)  Regards Pedro F 
(pedmar is for wife Martine ped+mar ::)

Date of creation: 25 Feb 2009
From: Bucky Edgett
To: Pedro Febles
cc: Mary and Ed, Dolores Maminski
Subject: Re: from PEDMAR
Message:
Dear Pedro,
   It’s fun to hear that “pedmar” means Pedro and Martine. When I 
started freelancing graphic design, my wife Loie did some writing for 
my clients. So I named my business Lucky Productions (Loie and Bucky).
   I haven’t been active on VT. I signed up when you left Slow Travel, 
and looked around there for a while. I decided I didn’t know enough 
to give any really useful advice. I’m glad that I could use it to contact 
you.
   We’d love to see you any time. Would you be interested in Sunday 
lunch? Your family is invited, of course. We are thinking of Boffingers, 
especially since it’s so pretty, but anywhere would be possible. We are 
traveling with our friends Mary and Ed. This will be their first time in 
Paris, so we want to show them the classic sights.
   Saturday evening would be fun, too. Not sure exactly when we’ll get 
out into the city. Right now we’re thinking Saturday late afternoon and 
evening walk the isles and visit the bouquinistses. Omit visiting cathe-
dral interiors. Use either old Cadogan or Gilles Desmon’s Walking Paris. 
Or both. Nothng strenuous or involved, just get a look at the old city 
center. Don’t know where we’ll eat. Have to do some Pudlo research!
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Yours truly,
Bucky

So, we were in the thickets of it well before the year began.
And somewhere along the way, we were roped into escorting a 

gnome. Loie says, “It was Trina* who told me he was a traveling 
gnome. Since we were going to Puy l’Eveque, it seemed natural to 
take him. There he had a chance to stand with other little people.” 
Loie is referring to Dana and Mike’s collection of caganers. And 
Niels the travelling gnome got a chance to stand a lot of places. We 
took him in a small box, swaddled in tissue paper for safety, and I 
carried him every day. Everyplace.

Our host contacted us and asked if we could take some “tractor 
parts” in our luggage. “They won’t weigh much.” We had visions 
of some kind of who-knows-what that would get us arrested for 
smuggling contraband industrial secrets. In the end, he needed 
some small washers, little pieces of metal, nothing unusual, but the 
price to ship them from the US to France was 10 or 20 times what 
the cheap little things cost. Of course we said yes.** 

* A work colleague. You really have to rein in these librarians. 
** Shades and intimations of 2013-10 ~ The Rocks in Our Heads; Interlude IX, 
“Father’s Easy Peasy” (Tuscany, Rome; with Father and Friedrun) dog collars.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caganer
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Day 1: Wednesday, April 8, 2009—Departure

Day 1: Wednesday, April 8, 2009—Departure

On the eve of departure, April 7, 2009 8:45 PM, Aunt Dorry 
requested we bring back foie gras!

The start of this trip is proving to be quirky. Yesterday, a bird got 
stuck in a hole B was trying to seal up in the siding.  The bird did 
finally extract itself, but for a while we thought we might have the 
start of a trophy wall.

We left the Court Street deck in Frederick around 10:30 
AM & Gwen* took us on the slow convoluted route to Reagan air-
port.  Once there no spaces in the economy lot! Bucky talked with 
the attendant and we finally got a space from someone who pulled 
out. A short shuttle ride to the terminal.

At the eTicket kiosk, I got my boarding passes as did Mary, but 
the machine balked at Ed’s. A slightly frantic agent assisted us. 
Then, following her vague directions, we took our checked bags  
The scanner machine’s head & put them through. Bucky paused to 
confirm our information & we learned we just put them through 
United’s scanners.  We got our bags back—& crossed the aisle to 
US Air. “Why’d you go over there?” asked the large attendant. Oh 
brother!

Ed had mistakenly put his Swiss Army knife w/ corkscrew in his 
carry on and it was confiscated. We’ll need to pick up a cork screw.

Up to the gate by 12:30—so, two hours, not bad. Mary & I strolled 
the little shopping area, Mary in search of a snack. When we 
returned to our seats, Bucky announced that the baggage claim 
ticket  attached to Ed’s boarding pass had Bucky’s name. Bucky’s 
boarding pass had NO claim ticket. After much discussion, lecture, 

* Gwen was Ed’s new SatNav/GPS device. It was named for the name of the voice 
he had chosen to give directions. The story of “Gwen” will develop over the course 
of this Diary.

begging & pleading, US air agent found the claim number for Ed.  
We hope this all works.

At boarding, neither Ed nor Mary’s boarding pass worked & the 
agent had to redo them. By this time they were both on the 
alert & when the original boarding passes with claim receipts were 
about to be replaced they asked for them back—they almost lost 
their baggage claim tickets!

Off to Philadelphia!



And so it begins.











Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed
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Day 2: Thursday, April 9, 2009—Arrival

About 7:25 AM over Paris, ready to land; cloud cover, 54°

Business class is not bad at all! I finished supper at about 
8:30, fell asleep, woke up at midnight. It’s not perfect—maybe 
completely lying flat would be, but it’s very good. Lots of leg 
room; seats that have multiple adjustments & recline to 160°; 
real food served on linens & wheel plates.

Flatware, glass, wine (or spirits) toiletries, etc. Your own 
TV screen. Plus the FA pulled down my window shade after 
I fell asleep. I don’t feel at all exhausted, cagged or achy. 
Mission accomplished. Did not visit B, M & E in coach—other 
side of plane & continual activity in the narrow crowded 
aisles. One other thing about this end—not much bathroom 
competition!

Breezed through customs, made it to terminal to quickly. 
Didn’t realize our check-in/f light had been changed from 
TF2  to T2D though the boarding pass showed the change. A 
friendly agent helped us. So, now bags are checked & not over 
the weight limit, it’s 11:10 AM & were waiting to go through 
security & reach gate 64 hour 12:40 boarding & 1:10 departure 
for Bordeaux.

Anarchy rules boarding at gate 60/Air France. But board-
ing occurred, plane w/ 3 seats on each side, mostly full, 
departed 1:15 (not 1:10).

Now at 1:52 we should be nearing Bordeaux, as this is a 55 
min. flight.

No problems @ Bordeaux, all luggage arrived, cars no 
problem, I got €300. Bucky led out driving to Serignac, at 
1st Ed would not keep up, but eventually he picked up the 
pace. The drive by Google was 200 km & the 1st 124 km or 

so was big highway. We opted for the Agen X7—poor choice 
as Agen is a fairly good-sized city. At the 1st circle we had a 
match but not the next, though in fact it was the right direc-
tion. B turned the lead over to Ed & Gwen.* That didn’t really 
work—Ed followed Gwen instead of looking at signs & using 
judgment—eventually he put B back in charge.

The last bit to find Les Places took calls to Tessa & including 
a diversion to a different “Les Places” but finally, 3 1/2 hours 
after leaving Bordeaux, we came up the drive, Petal & Ruby 
coming to greet us—two big, black silent dogs in the middle 
of the lane. They let us pass.

We did our settling into the converted small barn/stable, 
met Steve & headed out at 7:30 for supper at Dana & Mikes’s 
house. We drove our car separately, as T and S had to run an 
errand. Ed tried to use Gwen & B acquiesced but in the end, 
he followed his own instincts & remembering, and we found 
Issudel, the French Guys’ house.

Completely covered inside in Christmas lights & tinsel! 
It’s so Hampden & so too much that it’s wonderful. We took 
Niels along & Ed photographed him with other small friends 
including 5 cagoners with famous faces, none of which are 
visible in the photo.

Dana made a wonderful supper—hummus with loads 
of sharp, fresh garlic & hot pita, pastis & wine, sorrel soup 
(delicious), Catalan chicken & shrimp in chocolate broth over 
white rice & chard with dried fruit. Strawberries (dredged in 

* “Gwen” was the name of Ed’s new satnav/GPS. The name was the name of the 
voice choice on the machine. There will be some discussion of Gwen in subse-
quent pages.
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pepper for the kooks) & Armagnac (I drank too much of that). 
Stayed til midnight talking then B brilliantly navigated us 
home over the hill in the dark.
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Day 3: Friday, April 10, 2009—Duravel, Montcabrier; Ferme Le Serpt; Monpazier, Bonaguil, St. Martin de 
Redon; honey hedge

Cloudy, windy, cool at T & S’s
This morning, moving slowly—received a baguette & crois-

sants from S & hot cross buns made by T. She had stocked our 
refrigerator & kitchen with 2 pounds of coffee, milk, creme 
fraîche, OJ, apples, oranges, Camembert, round of Corsican 
goat cheese, Cantal, butter, Cherry jam, Chardonnay, yogurt. 
South of France!

Now 11 AM, Mary last in shower. 2nd bathroom pointed 
out to us—located in different part of the house—which B 
deemed fit only for boys, but is actually quite good. Despite 
the partially dirt floor.

1 PM. Late start at 11:30 AM towards Monpazier, stop in 
Duravel at a layby overlooking town—must return to see the 
11th century Romanesque church. A stop in Montcabrier to 
see their church of St. Louis and square, then trying to find 
aPudlo pick. Our Dordogne Cadogan is too old—the ferme 
listed there is for sale! B spotted the sign for Ferme Le Serpt, 
where we ate last time with D, M & Elizabeth.

Found the auberge and B asked if it was open for lunch. Of 
course! So now, B & I having the €22 menu to get cassoulet, a 
specialty. 1st, aperitif = “raisin & eau de vie,” onion and bread 
soup* & “faire chabro” (wine mixed with the broth dregs—
drink it from the bowl). House red (Cahors) Rocamadour 
salad = green leaf lettuce, dressing = Wine & f lowery 
honey (Wisteria?) topped with bread, round of soft stinky 
Camembert-like cheese, honey. NOW—CASSOULET!

Bucky says the cassoulet is close to defeating him. We 

* Tourin à l’aoucou: “cooked with a leg of goose confit.”

snagged some fried potatoes from M & E’s Manchon du 
canard** & pomme frites—too much! Now fromage, dessert, 
coffee. 4 rounds of soft goat cheese & yellow rindy cheese that 
is very buttery.

Desserts: B & M choc mousse, me tarte noir, Ed apple tart + 
4 small slices of noir tart extra—free for fun. Yes, as Mike said, 
“They try to kill you with food.” Except that I forgot—when B 
asked for pommes frites with the cassoulet, the lady refused 
to add them, saying that would be too much. So they do have 
some fear of exploding diners.

We finished lunch @ 3:30 or so, wandered out slowly—B 
chatting with the lady who served us & making her laugh. She 
opened the store so I could buy 2 tuna sized cans of foie gras—
one for us & one for Aunt Dorry—@ €34.84 the 2. We started 
out again to go to Monpazier, a bastide town, considered 
to be the most perfect one. We had visited Monpazier with 
Elizabeth in 2007! We walked around a bit, got some salad 
ingredients + bread—Ed bought 2 bottles of wine—& found 
an ATM (“cash machine”). Then on to Bonaguil, with Gwen 
as our guide. We took a circuitous route, but that’s how the 
roads are. Along the way, Mary spotted a yard with a gnome, 
Sleeping Beauty & a couple of dwarves, so of course we took a 
shot with Niels.

Bonaguil Château is a hoot—we did not go inside—closed—
but there’s little to see inside. It was begun in the 13th century 
by a family of knights from Fumel, & passed to the hunchback 
Brengon de Roquefeuil, who was apparently an awful little 

** Confit of duck wings. Mary noted that someone had magret: duck breast. Whew!

http://www.bienvenue-a-la-ferme.com/ferme-auberge/ferme-aux-delices-de-la-serpt-2653-478926
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man & paranoid.
He hunkered down for a siege but no one cared about 

him & just ignored him. The castle was impressive up 
close & also from a view near St. Martin de Redon. And 
St. Martin de Redon is a gorgeous little jewel! Oh & at the 
Château we also visited the little cemetery—monuments with 
the recent memories of the dead. One monument had a metal 
plate advertising the company that sold it!

At the pullover where we parked the car for the view I 
smelled the sweet smell I tasted in my lunch salad—the 
honey. It was coming from f lowers on a hedge—trimmed 
strip of bushes—like Magnolia (with shiny leaves). The bees 
who made the honey on my salad ate those kinds of flowers! 
Then home to happy dogs.







Duravel.
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The Église Saint-Louis de Montcabrier.
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A reliquary of St. Louis, the king who built the Saint Chapelle in Paris.
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At the Ferme de la Serpt.

http://www.tourisme-lot.com/en/437/5/9/RESMIP046V5049KA/sit/detail/restaurantsgb/restaurants/Ferme-Auberge--Aux-Delices-de-la-Serpt-/FRAYSSINET-LE-GELAT/
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Monpazier
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Somewhere in the countryside…









The Château de Bonaguil
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The castle is famous for this “ship’s prow” design. No idea why they built it this way.
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Along the road.









Stopping for a good view of Bonaguil.
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The honey-flower hedge. Bay?
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Home.





This was already getting on Bucky’s nerves.



Dogs at the door, “Waiting for something to happen.”
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Day 4: Saturday, April 11, 2009—Lascaux II

Rain.
Leave @ 11 AM for long drive to Lascaux II. Gwen led us 

astray at Montignac. But we did find the overlook of the 
beautiful 3 châteaux view along the river. Drove down to see 
one of them.*

* After returning home, I did some research on the Slow Travel forum.
http://www.slowtalk.com/forum/showthread.php?t=1392

04-25-2009, 10:42 PM

… And just in case judy@montignac is still reading, could you help us locate a 

site outside Montignac? We got ourselves slightly lost experimenting with a GPS 

navigator, and wound up on a beautiful overlook spot where a table of location 

pointed out three Renaissance style châteaux below us along the river…

[omitting a couple of posts]
04-27-2009, 11:06 AM

Hi Bucky,
I am quite surprised as from your posting to me, my husband knew immediately 

where you were talking about. He was just a little concerned over D703 and 

D704. John found the road on his way back from Terrason one day. He likes going 

round the smaller, backroads, when he is not too busy. I have been on this road 

but not stopping at the Belvedere. The road is between Condat (where the large 

paper mill is) and the small village of Aubas. We believe the larger Chàteau is in 

fact a hotel and restuarant called Chàteau de la Fleunie, Condat sur Vezere, if you 

google it, you can see the towers as I think you described. The other house on the 

other side of the river is a a Chàteau being restored by an English man. John has 

stopped at the Belvedere and says the view , although different gives the same 

‘wow’ factor as Domme. A friend, visiting this morning, said that, as a child ,she 

used to go there and she referred to it as the ‘top of the world and fairytale land’. 

I hope this all helps!

Judy (and John )

Lascaux admission @ 2:40 PM. Carpark in Montignac 
closed—parking by the office for tickets! Car lunch from 
home w/ supplements from bakery on the street. Eating @ 
picnic table in parking lot @ Lascaux.

Lascaux II was just as impressive the 2nd time around. I 
bought my new lady of Brassempouy necklace & “Discovering 
Lascaux” by Brigitte & Gilles Delluc.

I got a better look at the hybrid figure at the entrance & some 
of the other odd things like the fallen horse at the exit A 
thought that struck me was that while some of the drawings 
were masterful others were less competent. I saw more of the 
graphic symbols—still no comprehension—but got no clarity 
of mind about the minds behind the art.

After Lascaux: Leon-sur-Vezere—Romanesque church 
with frescoes that remind me of parts of Lascaux.** Roque St. 
Christophe.

Supper: stopped Les Eyzies—Hostellerie de Passeur from 
Pudlo—but pricey, not interesting—touristy. On to Le 
Bugue—1st try in Royal Vezere hotel—restaurant not open 
for another week. Down the street to Le Cygne—Cadogan 
recommendation. In 2 star Logis de France hotel. Limestone 
with pale blue shutters.

Killed the time in bar/chocolaterie waiting for the res-
taurant. Had a Monbazillac, bought chocolate bunnies, 
chicken & eggs for D & M Easter table, just like at home at the 
Treat Shop.

Home @ midnight.

** I insisted we look at the church there, in preparation for appreciating the 
Gothic churches in Paris.

http://www.slowtalk.com/forum/showthread.php?t=1392
http://www.lafleunie.com/
http://en.lecygne-perigord.com/
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As it turned out, Ed had gotten some pictures at the beautiful valley.
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Waiting at Lascaux II—raining, cold.



This is a trick picture.



St. Leon-sur-Vezere.
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La Roque St. Christophe

http://www.roque-st-christophe.com/%23
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La Cygne
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Day 5: Sunday, April 12, 2009—Local Touring, Easter Dinner

Cloudy, cool, light rain. Ever-hopeful dogs scratching @ 
door.

Up around 10 AM for tooling around the area—needed to 
be @ D & M’s by 3 PM to shuck/cook 7 dozen Marenne oysters.

Visited Lacappelle-Cabanac church—closed, château in 
Grezels—Château de la Coste, (open July—September).

Puy L’Eveque—ancient city w/ everybody inside eating 
Easter Sunday lunch—church @ top of hill(locked)—big 
cemetery with monuments—some slated for removal due to 
abandonment.

Floressas—Château de Chambert (big winery); Serignac.
Fields of rapeseed everywhere—whole fields of fluorescent 

yellow blossoms like mustard.*
Easter meal—oysters delicious & salty**—I ate 3 with lemon 

juice & one with lemon juice & a drop of Tabasco. Dana cooked 
sauce/topping for oysters Rockefeller from an Antoine’s 
recipe dating the last quarter of the 19th century. The recipe 
included Pernod—I didn’t expect that, but they were good. 
One of Dana’s usual delicious eclectic meals—asparagus 
risotto (but with basmati rice/) then long-baked lamb, pota-
toes carrots & spanokopita, Greek salad; Kate’s chocolate/nut/
meringue pie with raspberry sauce & cream.

Lots of Cahor plonk & a bit of Armagnac, but not enough 

* There are no pictures of most of the places listed. We’ll just have to try to 
remember!

** I was horrified and amused by Mike’s shucking method: more or less hitting 
them with the knife handle until the top shell broke apart. Not a Marylander, that 
boy, but he opened three for every one with which I struggled.

booze to knock me down.
Vincent, Kate & their son came over, but son mostly stayed 

out of sight. We had a Sing-song—someone chooses a topic 
and everyone has to sing a song about it. Loosely regulated, 
mostly anarchic, like everything D & M—but a fun mental 
exercise. Unlike the car game Horse, B will participate in a 
Sing-song.

Vincent likes singing loudly & forcefully—obviously he & M 
have sung together many times. Kate  adores musicals & and 
was nearly laid flat by our end of evening declaration that we 
hated musicals. Maybe we shouldn’t have been so adamant.

But the absolute highlight of the evening was Michael play-
ing the saw—which he did masterfully well: played “Over The 
Rainbow” for Dana, no small feat!

http://www.oysters.us/marennes.html


Puy L’Eveque, the town near which Dana and Mike live.
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How is it that Bucky is the only one smiling in this picture?
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Across the bridge and off toward the far ridge is the French Guys house. Beyond the ridge is Steve and Tessa’s.
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“Flambouyant” Gothic: curvy; late.
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Lacappelle-Cabanac church: Eglise Notre Dame de Cabanac à Mauroux. Another example of the Romanesque.



The Château de la Coste outside Grézels.



























Oyster shuckers and supper.
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Just don’t ask.
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Day 6: Monday, April 13, 2009—Font de Gaume, Abri Cap Blanc

Rain off and on, cool.

Started out early—8 AM—cloudy, cool, no active rain. B 
driving Ed’s car. 1st did updating trip notes, then to Puy 
L’Eveque, boulangerie—car breakfast. Mary says croissants 
taste like the ones in the Frederick French bakery. Then on to 
Font de Gaume by Dana’s route—through Fraysnet & up the  
D660 was good—arrived at FdG at 9:30, so we decided to go 
to the prehistory museum—we had to be back at 10:45 for our 
cave tour.

The book says an hour is enough for the museum but we 
would have liked more time—a new Museum & nicely laid 
out. Tons of choppers & blades, a diorama of a Neanderthal 
man & child. Hand- & fingerprints in clay.

But off we went & joined our English speaking group of 
13—maximum number per group, 45 min., max number of 
total visitors allowed each day, to protect the cave.

Originally, engravings & paintings covered much of the 
area we walked through—now remnants & in some cases 
pieces have fallen off or been covered by stalactites & drips. 
Our guide Jean Marie was clearly in love with the cave, urg-
ing us to treat it gently & respectfully.

The images, though few—that we could see—were beauti-
ful. Jean Marie said there is another part of the cave you can 
only visit by crawling in on hands & knees & exit by backing 
out the same way. This little space is filled with animals still 
with color. Only scientists & a favored few get to see this part 
of the cave.

When we bought our museum tickets, we also got a dis-
count to enter Combarelle and Abri Cap Blanc, reserved on 

the spot at the office. Combarelle was booked, so we took Cap 
Blanc for 2 PM. That meant we had about an hour for lunch 
in Les Eyzies. Jean Marie suggested Café du la Mairie, which 
was fine simple quick.

The drive to A de CB took only a few moments, there we 
had a French tour so, we understood little. Printed cards in 
English helped a bit. The sculptures were magnificent. We 
read that by accident, most of the original red ocher color 
was removed at the time of discovery. Some figures were 
damaged during excavation. A lady on our tour who lived in 
the area came & talked with us, explaining some of the bits 
we had not understood.

She told us she is a member of a caving club & that some-
times they discover painted/engraved caves! They recently 
discovered one she says is much better than CB—they 
reported it & were able to get in 2 or 3 more times before it was 
closed. Supposedly a replica will be built for tourists to visit. 
She also told us her older relatives were “Mahkee”—resistance 
fighters—and that they put their guns in a cave & blew up the 
entrance to seal it. Then Abri Cro Magnon for a quick stop.

(As I write, Mary just noted that clouds have lifted on the 
horizon & that the trees have a golden glow, at 8:20 PM.)

From Cro Magnon we drove to Lemieul—a beautiful 
medieval village. We saw hardly anyone, but it was cute as a 
bug. Neils had his photo taken in the garden.

Finally, heading for home & laundry found a Vival gro-
cery & got some supper supplies—duck confit in a can, white 
asparagus, potatoes to fry in the duck fat, wine, cheese, 
salami, juice, eggs, yogurt, bananas, chips, almonds.

And finally Mary was prompted by something B said to 
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remember leaving her little red notebook at the computer sta-
tion at Issudel. So we stopped there, met Tom Jones, collected 
the notebook & also more potatoes, parsley & garlic for our 
potatoes sarladaise.

Laundry one third done! Yay!



The entrance to Font de Gaume.
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Walking back down to the museum.
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The Abri Cap Blanc.
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Abri Cro Magnon
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Quick lunch at Café du la Mairie in Les Eyzies.



Lemieul
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Home. Dogs still waiting.
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Day 7: Tuesday, April 14, 2009—Rocamadour

SUN!
On the road to Rocamamdour—Prayssac D19 → N20 → 

D673 → Rocamadour. Along the way, Mary saw mistletoe in 
the trees.

When we got close, tried to use Gwen to find a restaurant 
in town and got taken miles out of the way to someplace that 
had a similar name. Got back to where we could see the town 
in the valley below, but could not see how to get down to it. 
Turned out to be completely easy—just keep going down and 
around into the valley.

Mary and I got dropped off at the town gate, looked around 
for a few mins while B and E parked down below and rode 
trolley train up. Lunch @ Lion d’Or (& hotel)—Cadogan 
recommendation—kind of touristy, okay, not great. The draw 
was a view over the valley. That was nice.

B—Menu terroir 27 €, L Menu 18 €. 1-3:30.
L—geziers and smoked duck bacon salad, confit de canard 

w/ grandmothers’ cabbage, beans (lots of herbs), Chateau 
Pineraie 2004 Cahors (Leygues, 46700 Puy L’Eveque)*

Walked along tourist street, stop at post off ice for 
stamps & cash (because it was handy). No map—hiked steep 
switchback trail along 12 stations of cross. Unidentified 
Fenster grotto along the way. Up to an elevator, but mostly 
hiking to the château. €2 per person to go up on the château 
walls for vertiginous view. Mary & I waited below. Little boy 
who must put his toes on every stone along the path.

Down to the holy area of 7 churches—only 2 open to gen-

* Loie’s bill of fare shows how jaded we had become. A meal like that at home 
would have been a marvel to kill for.

eral public—Notre Dame/black Madonna & St. Saveur.  (At 
some point, B said “I see the problem. We’re going backward 
from the route in the guidebook.” He had been having trouble 
figuring out where we were—coming down while book went 
up!)

Holy area quite a place—very compact—site of hundreds 
of years of pilgrims—in fact, a pilgrim group (yellow neck-
erchief’s) having a Catholic service with their priest in Notre 
Dame. Baby Jesus does not look like Pinocchio. Fossil “pil-
grim shells” in the stone paving outside Notre Dame.

Saveur fascinating—1 wall = the cliff, 16th century wooden 
Jesus, recent black Madonna in boat with candles to be lit, etc.

Sword of Roland in the rock above. Supposed tomb of 
Zaccheus first hermit founder (Cadogan: “The locals called 
him “the lover” or Amator for his devotion, hence Roc-
Amadour, the rock of the lover or lover of rock.” O brother!)

Old town = tourist /pi lgr im/k nick k nack shops.  I 
bought 3 table center cloths—one for Margaret, & a black 
virgin medallion to stand in the Pilgrim line. Mary & Ed 
exhausted & disinterested in churches. We walked all the way 
down to the lower gate, just to be thorough.

On to the tumulus near Gamat & unsuccessful hunt for 
Pech Farrat dolmens. Saw some fake/modern menhirs in 
Bedes. The first one, we were wondering—re-erected? Then it 
was obvious someone was having fun there!

Home @ 10 for eggs with cheese & onion, cooked tomatoes, 
sausage, wine, endless talk about Gwendolyn.**

** Ed’s satnav/GPS. See Noble Experiments.
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Through Puy L’Eveque and on to Rocamadour!
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At the Lion d’Or.
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Heading up the long path to the château.
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There it is! But how do we over there?
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Ah hah!
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Boys’ view from the ramparts.
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From the castle ramparts, looking back at the way we had come.



Somewhere down there is our car!
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The way we came up.
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The cliffs across the valley of L’Alzou River, a tributary of the Dordogne.
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We thought the little round tower was a pigeonier. And 
indeed, research says, Pigeonnier de Laguille.

Dovecote Laguille
History: Established in the side of the cliff that faces the town of 
Rocamadour, it is isolated and heavily marked the landscape. 
No specific date for a typical building of Quercy landscapes 
and the model continues [from] the 16th to [the] 19th century. 
The moldings of the cornice or “randière” quarter round might 
call a high [late?] dating.
Details: Dovecote (ie 147 AO.): Registration by order of 8 March 
1998
Type: Historic Monuments
Era: 16th century (?)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dovecote
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Now down into the town again.



The main “church” square, historic pilgrimage site.
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Roland’s sword, Durandal or Durendal (most likely 
from the French “durer”, “to endure”), chained to 
the cliff.
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After walking down the little road to the bottom, we decide to head back.
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Waiting for the Little Train to take us back to the car.
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Off to the tumulus near Gamat.
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Mary noticed mistletoe in the trees!
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We hoped this was the tumulus.
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We saw a menhir in a field…
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After seeing two or three on concrete bases, we were 
wondering: “can all of these have been re-erected?”



Modern menhirs!
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Ancient cat.
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Day 8: Wednesday, April 15, 2009—Blanc allée couverte, Issigeac; Monbazillac

We got a slightly earlier start @ 10:30 AM, deciding to go 
to Monbazillac after calling Mike & learning he had errands 
to run. (Had thought he might be leading a dolmens tour 
today no luck!) We thought we ought to see at least one 
working château on this trip & hoped we’d be able to take a 
hike/walk. B had two he’d chosen from a hikes book. Drove 
again through Villefranche-du-Perigord with its big wooden 
mushroom basket sculpture.

Alas, after early sun it began clouding up, then drizzling, 
then pouring.  On the way we saw a sign for the Blanc allée 
couverte, and decided to take a look. Beautiful view over a 
small valley from inside the dolmen. Mary and Ed declined 
to get out of the car in the rain.*

We reached Beaumont du Perigord around noon & thought 
a quick lunch would be in order, but no restaurants open at 
the square.

We pushed on to Iissigeac—supposed to be a good fish 
restaurant there but it was closed & we were getting drenched. 
We opted for the Auberge du Cafe de France which was 
cute & had one menu with 4 courses/2 choices or 3 courses 
one price. Everyone had a glass Monbazillac, then bland soup, 
then to Basque paté & 2 encroute with each couple getting one 
of each. Main plate, Mary Ed & I had fried fish with dill cream 

* Mary noted: “Dandelions already going to seed. In these small towns nearly all 
houses have a vegetable garden and fruit trees. New barns made of red brick—long 
narrow + high—vertical ventilation panels.

“Half-timbered buildings in Issigeac. Restaurant interior stone walls, some 
stucco w/ timbers. Pleasant colors—2 shades of orange, yellow napkins, some 
green table cloths.”

sauce & basmati rice with butter. B had andouillette with rice. 
Plus a carafe of house rosé—Bergerac. We skipped dessert so 
3 Illy coffees were no charge. Bill = €58, food acceptable.

The sun was out & blinding when we left the restaurant. Ed 
wanted a little reading material so bought a Daily Telegraph 
at a tabac next door.

But B’s digestion also kicked up, beginning a long series of 
bathroom visits. The public toilet in the parking lot, next to 
the post office in Issigeac had a foot stand toilet. B was in it at 
least twice.

The post office had a sign pointing to the side of the build-
ing—Boites Postale, at the end of the side of the building.

On to Château Monbazillac, supposedly still in essentially 
the same state as it was when built in 1550 in bit of a Italianate 
style. We took a self-guided tour. Old plank floors with dif-
ferent widths, laid at angles in at least one room. Bits & pieces 
of 17th 18th & 19th century. One 17th century armoire was 
gigantic! Rooms smaller than expected & the place was cold! 
Thick stone walls. We were able to tour the ground floor, 1st 
f loor & basement. The basement larder had a corbelled ceil-
ing—supposedly maintaining a 13° temperature year-round. 
A funky old place.

Outside, acres & acres of grape vines, even right on the 
front lawn. Most had 2 arms, all had 2 short and one long 
vine. All had 2 wires strung above the growth. They were 
some gnarly looking things!

We had free wine tasting at the Château & I bought a 2000 
Monbazillac & foie gras in a jar.

After all this, obviously no time left for a hike/walk.
We drove to the cave of Monbazillac—Ed bought 3 bottles 
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of semisweet Monbazillac wine. I bought 2 reds, we both 
bought Comtesse LaCour. Mary bought a vin du noix, small 
tin of foie gras and a cookbook. The lady warned me the glass 
foie gras might not get through to the US. Hmmm. And rain-
ing again—thunderstorms with lightning.

Let Gwen take us home. 30 min. stop for simple supper 
supplies. B going for toast, no food, no wine.* 

* Mary noted: “Stopped raining by the time we returned to Les Places. Beautiful 
clouds at sunset. Evening of munching, sipping, laundry, post cards.”



Blanc allée couverte
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At the Auberge du Cafe de France.













The little bit of Issigeac we saw.
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Château Monbazillac
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Sunset at home.
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Day 9: Thursday, April 16, 2009—La Roque-Gageac, Beynac

10:25 AM leaving for La Roque—Gageac. Sunny, gorgeous.*

Oh! What a lovely day! We arrived in La Roque-Gageac 
around noon, a lovely old village half built into a vertigi-
nous cliff & facing the Dordogne River.** We satisfied a lot of 
Bucky’s desires—1, to have a really nice meal (lunch—@ La 
Belle Etoile, recommended by both Pudlo & Cadogan) & 2—a 
boat ride on the Dordogne in a gabare.

Finding the restaurant was easy, the town is tiny. A small 
boy opened the door to the reception for us & his mother took 
our reservation for 1 PM. That gave us an hour (€2 for all-day 
parking—the parking lot “is bigger in square footage than the 
town”) to explore. Due to the proximity of the south-facing 
cliff, tropical plants flourish.

Walk up a short flight of steep steps & the path from one 
end of town to the other can be walked in minutes.

We took our time to visit the small, plain church, photo-
graph palm trees & Wisteria, take dozens of pictures of the 
cliffs & the river & so on.

We saw the place of destruction from the mid-1950s when 
thousands of tons of rock came thundering down, f latten-
ing houses & killing several people. We saw the path to the 
troglodyte house in the cliff, but did not pay the €5 to climb 
up & look. Bought a house for Niels.

Lunch at La Belle Etoile was lovely—a warm, yellow room, 

* Mary noted: “Again very foggy before dawn. Early sun—clouding over again 
later.”

** Mary noted our route: “Puy L’Eveque, Pomerade, Montclerq w/ 15th cent. 
chateau on edge of town, Cazals, St. Martial, Cenac, La Roque-Gageac.”

white cloths and silver. Excellent service, good food & wine & a 
lovely dining experience. I enjoyed it all & especially real fried 
foie gras entiere first & walnut aperitif. I had guinea fowl, free 
range & rice with truffles. B—beef after oysters & foie gras. 
Mary and Ed had peach liqueur apéritif, cream of cauliflower 
soup, leg of veal casserole w/ creamed spinach, gratin of 
strawberries.*** The restaurant had some tables with river view, 
we were more toward the back looking right at the cliff!

Then a boat ride on the river (Gabare Norbert)—we all had 
English cassettes not a word of which I listened to, just 
enjoyed drifting along with 30 other people. Rained a bit dur-
ing the ride. Not very far—down to a bridge the boat couldn’t 
or wouldn’t go under. Just a lovely quiet time. Mary told us 
the tape said the Dordogne has wild sturgeon—extinct in 
many other European rivers. B somehow was finding out—
from signs, our boat tour guide?—the river used to flood the 
entire little valley, up past the level of the lowest houses. Now 
dams contain the flooding.

Then off to Castle Beynac, much bigger, stronger, fortified 
then froufrou Monbazillac. Walking in there were wood 
stables that had been constructed for a movie filmed there.

Interesting, big rooms, old floors. And Bob also known as 
“Bob, not Bahb or Bub or Robert.” He was carrying a jangling 
bunch of huge keys & had just finished giving a personal tour 
to a couple. He took our photo w/ B holding the keys, then air 
kissed me on each cheek. He seemed pleased we enjoyed “his” 

*** Mary also noted: “Wines: 2007 Chateau de la Jabertie Bergerac, 2005 Chateau 
de Chambert Vin de Cahors. Soup light cream, very smooth—delicious. Excellent, 
skilled waiter w/ very good English. Spent 2 ½ hours eating.”

http://www.les-plus-beaux-villages-de-france.org/en/la-roque-gageac
http://www.hotel-belle-etoile-dordogne.fr/
http://www.perigorddecouverte.com/en-4-31-649-Gabares-Norbert.php
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chateau_de_Beynac
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castle.
Niels’ new house at Beynac is a “borie”—stone built shep-

herd hut like Mike showed us.
Home, simple supper & Chambert red wine. Tired, relaxed, 

replete. Petal & Ruby scratching at the door, like some bad 
horror movie.



“La Roque Gageac, city between river and cliff.”
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The little sign says, more or less, “Thanks to the biggest of all basards (piss-artists), we 
discovered last week there are still people who litter!”
 Thanks to Dana for the much better than mine translation!



We did not visit the latter-day cave dwellings.
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At La Belle Etoile.
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Ready for a ride on a gabarre.
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Our guide and cassette tapes were telling us about all these things, but we didn’t pay any attention.















Whoa! For sale!
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The boat turned around at the bridge and headed back. A 40-minute ride?





Uh oh, Niels appears.













Egrets, or herons, in the trees.
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The boat-ride company. 































Arriving Chateau Beynac. Look, it’s a giant gnome house!
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“Keep Out” signs not necessary.
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Beynac-et-Cazenac down below. Driving up was fun!
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“Bob of the Keys”
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Anachronism! 
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Day 10: Friday, April 17, 2009—Cahors; Prayssac megaliths; Temple of the Sun; Group supper

9:30 AM on the road to Cahors using Gwen—good south-
ern route on 656 via Floressa, Boulves, etc. Mary says our 
host claims the glossy leaved hedge is bay laurel.

Made it to Cahors by 10:30 AM, found Pont Valentre—
finally a chance to walk across it! Found the devil clutching 
the top corner of the East wall of the middle tower. Water 
pouring down the Lot—very brown. B & I walked to Fontaine 
des Chartreaux, believed to be Divona, the “spring of ancient 
times around which Cahors grew up.”

Then to St. Etienne so Mary & Ed could see the funny 
faces & figures. Passed a good-looking wine shop!

Walked up Rue Nazionale to see some façades—but most 
important—the hat shop recommended by Dana was just 
closing & and the kind shop lady let us in. B bought a Basque 
beret. Finally! And Ed a tattersall driving hat. Then it was 
time to go to Anglars Juillac & Clau des Loup—no tables!

Mike reluctantly used my cell phone to call Dana (“Hey 
Dana—I’m using one of those cell phone things!”) For another 
recommendation she came up with Ma Chaumiere at €12 3 
course daily special. For me ham slice around mayonnaise/
crab & salad—quite tasty; strips of duck breast with 3 little 
vegetable flowers, all different; slice of Cantal. Plus some local 
red—2005 Chateau de Cazerac Cahors. Pleasant, little dead 
dogs on the walls; artisanal honey for sale €4. Then to the 
Prayassac Circuit of dolmens, Chaos & Temple of the Sun. 
Rain quite heavy at the dolmens, making the dirt track even 
more dicey for Ed’s car. Too much rain for Mary to leave the 
car. A bit better at Chaos & I used the Neolithic toilet.

Small orchids—French lilac in color—that Mike says are 

common & one of 10,000 orchids species* in southern France.
Temple of the Sun & sun came out. Seems more mossy—

different time of year? Bucky took extra photos.**
Back home @ 5:30 to pack & shower before 7:30 supper with 

T, S, Dana, Mike & Tom Jones. Convivial company! The 1st 
course was whole bulbs of roasted garlic smooshed on toasted 
bread with goat cheese.

Main course—duck shreds & skin encroute; boiled parsnip, 
buttered; quartered roasted potatoes, sweetened carrots w/ 
herbs, lots of bread and local wine.

Big cheese board—Rochanbon (sp?),  Camenbar t , 
Roquefort, Cantal, goat log, one other. Then black currant 
dessert & prune eau-de-vie.

* This needs research.
** We still do not have the panoramic photos or movies that give the correct, good 
impression of this place. May need to go back with a drone.
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A wine co-op at which we didn’t stop.
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We see the bridge!
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The Pont Valentré over the Lot in Cahors

http://www.holidays-cahors.co.uk/discover/monuments-and-history/discover-cahors-great-tourist-sites-midi-pyrenees/pont-valentre
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Just upriver, the outflow of the Fontaine des Chartreaux.
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Bucky, intent on the further objective, passes 
the Devil’s Tower all unwittingly.
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The ancient sacred fountain.

http://www.afranceattraction.com/france-attractions-ad/fountain-des-chartreux.htm












Niels is first to the water.

























On the far right are the little stairs where we dipped our fingers, as you just saw. In the back on the left, where the water is 
shadowed by the bright rock face, is the spring, source of the water.







Looking back at the old bridge.
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The Devil helped build this, as so many medieval 
bridges. 19th century restorers added this decora-
tion to remind us of the fact.
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Exploring St. Etienne cathedral.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cahors_Cathedral
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This clock contraption moves the balls around in a Rube Goldberg embodiment.
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Michael on a cell phone? Next he’ll be eating eggs at Ma Chaumière (My Thatched Cottage).
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The Prayssac megaliths.
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A “Caselle” or “Gariotte”.

http://www.saint-cirqlapopie.co.uk/nature/causses/local-heritage-and-traditions
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The “Temple of the Sun.” Natural? Human work?
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Home! Almost time for the big supper.
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Ed documents the kitchen while we dress for supper…
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Day 11: Saturday, April 18, 2009—Train to Paris

Sunny until 15 min. out from Paris.
None of us was perky in the a.m. nor hungry. We man-

aged to pull out by 9:10 or so. Took a bit to get to the big 
road—A62 & we needed a bathroom break for me to get rid 
of garlics. Pulled off and spent too much time wandering 
around a department store while all used bathrooms. When 
we checked the time, decided we were almost in trouble.

Bucky pumped it up on the big road, but we expected it to 
be close. Turned over getting to St. Jean to Gwen which she 
did. But the rail station was under construction & was hard 
to get to—diversions. And we hadn’t really figured out where 
the car rentals were—thought it would be obvious—“next to 
the station.” Not obvious!

At what looked like the front of the station we followed a 
lady who drove over some train tracks right to the doors so B 
could quick go in & inquire about the car return we couldn’t 
see. By this time it was 12:30 with a 12:51 train departure. B 
came out saying it’s on the other side & somehow we squiggled 
our way under the tracks bridge to the back of the train sta-
tion & found the car offices. More poohbah, racing, made it to 
the tracks—no train at 12:49! B again went in search of info. 
Right place, wrong place—the train came but we were sup-
posed to be in coach 9, which we could not find & the train 
seemed to be readying to go, so on we jumped.

Only to find ourselves in a 1st class car. We stood and 
jostled while B sought out a conductor. He reported the 
entire train was going to Paris & we could take any seats in 
second-class. But that was several cars forward.* I offered to 

* This was entirely my mistake. On our trip Driving the Stone Age III, we had seen 

count cars. I counted 5 before I found a conductor. So I asked 
about an upgrade to 1st class so we wouldn’t have to drag all 
our luggage that far. So we could just sit down. Doable for €26 
each so I did.

Only to learn B had found another conductor who had 
told Mary & Ed we could sit in a very cushy U—shaped 
end of car section next to which we had been standing that 
WAS second class. Back to cancel the upgrade & Ooh La 
La! Canceled & debited again. Lots of poohbah w/ did it go 
through & what was actually charged/credited. By now my 
stomach hurt so badly I could barely stand. The conductor’s 
English was limited. I got Bucky. He helped—seemed that all 
would be okay. Now we keep our fingers crossed—conductor 
thinks it’s okay. In! Two guys spawled out were disappointed 
they wouldn’t after all have the compartment to themselves.

Approaching Paris at 4:50.
Two cabs to MF’s—stood in line forever. Champagne, 

conversation, a little walk in Jardin, home to clean up a bit, 
supper @ Christophe’s @ 7 PM.

the system in the train station. Once out on the platform (when the board inside 
tells you where your train will arrive) you have to check the electronic “consist 
diagram” sign/board to see where your car will be. The diagram shows you 
that your car will end up at “station” Q, or B, etc. on the platform. By the time I 
remembered to check, it turned out we were at the wrong end of the train, with no 
time to run to the front.

In the end, it took a month of multiple phone calls, letters, faxes and forms back 
and forth with Loie’s Capital One credit card company to have the extra ticket 
charges refunded. But eventually they were.
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Day 12: Sunday, April 19, 2009—Market, Family Lunch; Isle de La Cité Walk

Cloudy & drizzly, glorious sun mid afternoon.
Breakfast @ 8 AM, walked to & around Rue Monge market 

(better than Mouffetard per MF), tried to call Pedro, no luck, 
home.*

Met MF @ 11:15 to go to La Gare (Pedro recommendation) for 
Sunday Family Lunch. Met P & Martine for lunch buffet—just 
okay, not wonderful, but Pedro & Martine enjoyable company. 
(MF said eggs too runny, not Parisian, for tourists.)

Walked to Eiffel Tower, through nice little garden around 
the back of the Trocadero—secret route of Pedro’s. Over the 
river to Tower and a bit of the park behind it. Saw wedding 
party, parted (they need Smuckers grape jelly), bus 63 to 
starting point for Ile-de-France walk. MF—home.

Followed walk, so usual sites & location of Heloise & Abelard 
“scene of crime.” Saint Chapelle where B pulled a joke on 
M & E about how the basement was so wonderful, they won-
dering if he had lost his mind. Then of course they got it when 
we went upstairs. I don’t know how they put up with us.

Awful bird market on Isle de la Cité—poor birds—many 
little Fido dogs, Berthillon ice cream from a street shop—real 
store closed—Ed got 2 cones for himself. Street entertainment, 
Mary & Ed feet & backs hurting, hungry.

Home, reservation for Squirrel** at 8:45. Mary & Ed said 
they couldn’t keep up with us & perhaps we should go it alone. 
So supper fine, agreed breakfast at 8:30, lower key day for 
Monday.

* No pictures! Darn!
** “L’Ecureuil, l’Oie et le Canard,” now sadly closed.

http://www.restaurantlagare.com/


On our way to La Gare.







La Gare Sunday Family lunch brunch. Marie Françoise, Bucky and Pedro

http://www.restaurantlagare.com/














Off to the Tower.



































Martine, Pedro and Marie Françoise.
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Isle de la Cité walk.
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Mary particularly wanted to see the Bouquinistes.











The Saint Chapelle’s tower.

















In front of Notre Dame, the official “center” of France, from which all distances are measured.









































Ed has ice cream!



Supper at the Squirrel, Goose and Duck.







This night, we were photographers.
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Day 13: Monday, April 20, 2009—Cluny, Balzar; Jardin de Luxembourg; Supper at home

Up @ 8:30 for breakfast. After, met neighbor’s cat Fat Girl. 
Morning expedition = Cluny Museum, lunch at Balzar (me 
choucroute & celeriac, B oysters & steak tartare—charolais)* 
then to Jardin de Luxembourg. Left M & E on bench while we 
watched kids sail boats. Took M & E to Metro.

We went to Pont Neuf to check out boat ride (€12 per per-
son) & shop for supper. Metro to Jussiac, Moufftard market 
for supplies but charcuteries closed. Home with Sancerre, 2 
tomatoes, pear, apple. Had green olive tapenade, lucques, foie 
gras entiere & country bread & baguette (last 2 from MF). Big 
production prying open the glass jar of foie gras. MF very 
appreciative and telling us an entiere was really the only good 
way to have foie gras.

Great! She brought out cow tongue, I contributed my red 
Bergerac, she brought out fruitcake & chocolates. Voila!

A great meal & pleasant company. Then cat-astrophe—Fat 
Girl mistakenly locked by workmen in a room not accessible 
to her litter box. MF dealt.

On to the boat—great ride in night—1 hour, saw Eiffel 
Tower twinkle at 10 PM—2 min?

Taxi home.

* We asked a lady at the Cluny desk where to eat lunch. She recommdended 
Balzar and I said “Yes!” Hadn’t realized we were so close. Got directions 



Meeting the neighbor’s cat.







Courtesy of Ed

The courtyard at Marie Françoises’.



Courtesy of Ed



Bits and bobs in the Cluny Museum.

http://www.musee-moyenage.fr/




















Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed

Roman era brickwork, from the old baths.



Lunch at Balzar.

http://www.brasseriebalzar.com/en/




Courtesy of Ed









Jardin de Luxembourg.



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed





Courtesy of Ed











Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed























Courtesy of Ed
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Courtesy of Ed









Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



The famous chestnut blossoms of spring.









Courtesy of Ed

The boat pond.









The sailboats are rented, and come with a push-off stick. The boats do sail; they have 
radio-controlled turning levers to switch the sails side-to-side to try to tack, reach, 
etc. No one ever seems to know how to sail successfully.









Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed

Leaving the way we came in.



Courtesy of Ed





Supper at home with Marie Françoise. And Niels.





Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed
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Day 14: Tuesday, April 21, 2009—St. Denis; Place Des Voges, Boffingers; St. Chapelle, Notre Dame; Refuge du 
Passé

Off to St. Denis @ 9:50 AM, one hour by Metro. Wonderful 
the 2nd time around. Better photos with my small digital 
camera. Quick walk around Place des Voges on our way to 
Lunch at Bofingers, also good. Next stop—St. Chapelle. Then 
quick run through Notre Dame. Ed tired of churches.

Supper at Refuge du Passé—MF’s recommendation. Ed 
had a blister & and aching back—he was willing to be the 
martyr & stay in his little room & write postcards. But we all 
agreed that we’d take a taxi each way. It was funky & fun for 
our last night in Paris on this trip!



St. Denis, the first Gothic cathedral.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basilica_of_St_Denis


Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed

Down this street, which stretches away from the church, is an exotic neighborhood of African immigrants.



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed







Courtesy of Ed
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Courtesy of Ed

















Courtesy of Ed







Courtesy of Ed

The entrance to the choir, with the tombs.









The lighter colored panes of this window in the choir 
are original from Bishop Suger’s building campaign 
of 1135–44, when he recreated St. Denis as the first 
“Gothic” church.

































Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed































Boffinger’s

http://www.bofingerparis.com/en/




St. Chapelle: security line to get into the Palais de Justice grounds where the church is located.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sainte-Chapelle


Courtesy of Mary

The boys hold places while the girls relax on benches.





Courtesy of Ed





Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed

The Holy Chapel was built to house relics, most precious 
of which was Christ’s Crown of Thorns. Sculptures 
of it circle the spires. 







The Royal door. Not for the likes of us.



Courtesy of Ed

We enter through the lower chapel. It is pretty, but hardly the spectacle Mary and Ed expected.



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



But then, we went upstairs.













Courtesy of Ed
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Courtesy of Ed
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Courtesy of Ed















Courtesy of Ed
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Courtesy of Ed







On to Notre Dame.









Courtesy of Ed

























We assume St. Denis, holding his martyr’s head.



Courtesy of Ed





Courtesy of Ed

In the Jardin des Plantes, on the way home.



Courtesy of Ed



At La Refuge du Passé.















These nice people took our picture, so we took theirs!
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Day 15: Wednesday, April 22, 2009—Return

Up by 7 AM sunny, already warming.
Breakfast, downstairs by 8:20—taxi waiting. Big station 

wagon! I needed a toilet stop—garlic evacuation. At airport 
by 9:20 or so, €70 for taxi & €3 tip for the nice driver.

Everything smooth & easy, plane at least half empty, ready 
to leave gate @ 11:20. Bucky moved a few rows back to enjoy 
extra space.

Rolling out @ 11:30, 8 hours to Philadelphia, 6 hour time 
difference.

The man sitting across the aisle is reading an e-book!
Airbus 3302-4-2
Good leg room on 2 side; equipment box on ILC.
Arrived about 2:10. Had to collect bags to go through 

customs.
Passport control, customs, recheck bags, security, shut-

tlebus to terminal F, in terminal F at gate @ 2:57 for 3:07 
boarding.

Does Ed have his car keys?
PHL–DCA gate confirmation. Boarding pass = F7. Board 

said F5. At 3:15 gate attendant announced change of gate F 
26 for our scheduled departure time. At F 26, gate attendant 
flustered & agitated—heard announcement, clueless, no plane. 
Gate manager “Yes, plane coming in 5–10 min.”—which 
would change departure time to 3:40. Now, we wait.



At breakfast.
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Noble Experiments

Poor Ed’s satnav—called “Gwen” because that was the name of the 
voice Ed had chosen for it—was getting a bad rap. For a long time, 
the navigation setting had unwittingly been “Avoid traffic” so it was 
routing us by gravel roads and goat paths. Once we figured that out, 
and set it to “Fastest Route,” everything was…better.

Except that by then, Loie and Mary had taken a bad imprint, and 
hated its voice instructions. Given that it was calling out French 
road names when there were no signs showing them, and it never 
did learn how to reliably navigate round-abouts, Ed and I sympa-
thized. But we’re boys, and wanted to continue to experiment with 
it. The compromise was that we could look at it, but that Gwen 
couldn’t speak.

All the time and money Ed had spent trying to add to the group’s 
experience (adding a Western Europe map set to the satnav was 
expensive!), trying to help, were pretty much for naught. Or, well, 
maybe not for naught. After a while, we were using Gwen, but get-
ting to that point was an uphill battle.

I’m reminded of a marvelous couple of panels in Larry Gonick’s 
Cartoon History of the Universe. In the first panel, a caveman is 
lounging against a tree, playing cat’s cradle. The text reads, “If mod-
ern hunter-gather societies are any indication, the average Homo 
Erectus spent only 4-5 hours a day at ‘work’ and the rest in ritual 
or creative loafing!” A younger cave-man is running out, holding a 
bow-and-arrow, saying “Look, I invent!”

In the next panel, the text says, “With such a life, they must 
have frowned on progress…” and the older man has leapt to his 
feet, slapped the bow out of the younger’s hand, shouting “NO 
CHANGE!”

“Eep, yes, Uncle!”

Now, those comics were published some time ago, and I’m pretty 
sure the figures on the “average” amount of time spent hunting and 
gathering have been challenged since then. But a kind of principle 
remains: the don’t-rock-the-boat-thing, right?

Loie and I had done a very good job of navigating around the U.S. 
and Europe using printed maps for decades. We knew how to do 
that. Certainly, there had been a few times when some combination 
of printed maps and indecipherable signs and who-knows-what 
had failed us. We got lost, or took way more time than we’d liked 
to have done, or messed about asking for directions and in a few 
cases ended up being led around by local angels of mercy. But in 
decades of traveling there hadn’t been more than two or three cases 
of “totally can’t find it” and none of those were really important. 
We never couldn’t get back to our gite! So, what was Ed’s Gwen 
supposed to be getting us? Why change?

The prehistoric art remained unchanged for tens of thousands of 
years. The toolkits changed a bit, but not radically. They got refined, 
but very gradually. Was this continuity and longevity by choice?

“Is this the only one?” Mary asked, when we had seen the mag-
nificent sculpted horses of the Abri Cap Blanc.

“Well,” I said, “It’s the only one I’ve ever heard of with animals this 
big, life-sized.” Loie and I had seen some much smaller panels in 
the Museé Nationale des Antiquités, and there are lots of examples 
of what are called mobiliary or portable art: little sculptures in the 
round. But I think Cap Blanc may be unique. It’s quite possible 
there were others, lost through accident or just not yet discovered.

And I’m pretty sure there are arguments about whether putative 
arrowheads found in South Africa have been reliably dated to 
70,000 bc. That would be a lot longer ago than they supposedly 

http://www.larrygonick.com/titles/
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“first” appeared, in Europe. Not everything—not Cap Blanc’s horses 
and not bows and arrows—immediately became the hot thing.

There are some very rock bottom practical considerations 
here. The human populations back then were thin on the ground. 
Population geneticists are talking about the possibility of African 
humans ancestral to us being reduced to a few thousands, scat-
tered about, more than once a hundred thousand years ago or so. 
Exigencies of disease, who-knows-what kind of natural disasters, 
geography could have kept groups of people isolated for genera-
tions. Knowledge and ideas can be lost, or at least not have a chance 
to propagate.

So between the possibility of No Change and the exigencies of 
circumstance, it’s no surprise that even with rocks in our heads, 
some of us might sometimes be stick-in-the-muds.

But even Loie, on our subsequent Driving the Stone Age XI, 
“Megameet Blues” in 2012 was quite enthusiastic about a rented 
TomTom satnav/GPS. 

We rented it as part of a package deal with the rental car. We 
probably paid almost as much to rent it as it would have cost to buy 
it outright. But we were performing an experiment, not buying new 
stuff we might not want. Hah. It took us a while to figure it out, and 
when we did, and it zipped us into the exact parking lot we wanted 
for the Cathedral in Salisbury, by a combination of tiny little lanes 
and alleys, in half the time we would have spent wandering around 
with paper maps, Loie liked it.

In the correct circumstances, when she felt we needed it.
There’s a principle at work here. Bear with me, please, I think it’s 

important. Our experience so far with satnavs/GPS’s as compared 
to paper maps had an aesthetic/practical component. We had been 
navigating with Michelin and Italian Touring Club and French 
Series Blue maps for decades. We liked those maps. They had an 

immense wealth (and when I say “wealth,” I mean “stuff worth hav-
ing”) of information on them. They had shaded relief, showing the 
contours of the land. Loie would say, “Oh, now we’re going up into 
the mountains; now we’re going to be going down to a river,” and 
the map would tell her the name of the mountain range or river.

The maps would show viewpoints, indicate historic towns that 
might be of interest. If it was a local enough map, it might show 
Roman era bridges, Celtic oppida, who knows what? She could look 
at the maps and see all kinds of stuff that didn’t—back then—show 
up on the cheezy diagrams of roads on the satnavs. Navigating by 
maps was more interesting and informative and intriguing than 
navigating by satnav.

As we learned, both with Ed’s Gwen and with the TomTom, 
every now and then, satnav was way more convenient. The point 
is, usually we preferred informative over convenient. That was an 
aesthetic choice. And it made sense: We were Traveling, exploring, 
learning. We didn’t need, or for the most part even want, to be 
efficient-above-all. We wanted to have fun. To spend our time mak-
ing Cat’s Cradles.

No Change.
This trip was in 2009, and the trip with the TomTom was in 2012. 

By 2013, for our Driving the Stone Age XII, “Art for Something’s Sake” 
trip to England, I had been working with the iPad app Pocket Earth, 
an off-line mapping app, long enough that we forwent paper maps 
altogether. Testing it out on local trips, Loie had become enthralled 
with watching the blue dot creep along the electronic map, zoom-
ing the map in and out to look around, and being able to zoom it in 
to street level, seeing the lanes on interchanges.

Pocket Earth’s maps aren’t as pretty, or as geographically infor-
mative as Michelin’s. But by 2013 all these systems had scads of 
Points of Interest contributed by users on what had become rather 
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more like maps than the original “diagrams of roads.” The combi-
nation of almost-as-informative, very much more convenient, and 
customizable (add your own Pins to the built-in POIs, etc.) was 
enough to make us converts, at least to Pocket Earth. Despite the 
decades we had spent oohing and aahing over our paper maps. 
Some combination of increasing familiarity and better equipment 
sucked us in.

Even with don’t-rock-the-boat No Change in force, eventually, 
the rocks in our heads prevail.

https://pocketearth.com/
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